Abstract. Activity cliffs (ACs) are defined as pairs of structurally similar compounds sharing the same biological activity but having a large difference in potency. Therefore, ACs are often studied to rationalize structure-activity relationships (SARs) and aid in lead optimization. Hence, the AC concept plays an important role in compound development. For compound optimization, ligand efficiency (LE) represents another key concept. LE accounts for the relation between compound potency and mass. A major goal of lead optimization is to increase potency and also LE. Despite their high relevance for drug development, the AC and LE concepts have thus far not been considered in combination. It is currently unknown how compounds forming ACs might be related in terms of LE. To explore this question, ACs were systematically identified on the basis of high-confidence activity data and LE values for cliff partners were determined. Surprisingly, a significant increase in LE was generally detected for highly potent cliff partners compared to their lowly potent counterparts, regardless of the compound classes and their targets. Hence, ACs reveal chemical modifications that determine SARs and improve LE. These findings further increase the attractiveness of AC information for compound optimization and development.
INTRODUCTION
The activity cliff (AC) concept plays a key role in structureactivity relationship (SAR) analysis (1) (2) (3) . ACs are generally defined as pairs or groups of structurally similar or analogous active compounds having a large difference in potency (1) (2) (3) . As such, ACs are prime indicators of SAR discontinuity (1, 2) because small chemical changes lead to large biological effects. Therefore, SAR determinants can often be deduced from ACs (2, 3) . Although ACs have traditionally been considered on a case-by-case basis by focusing on one compound series at a time, they have recently been systematically investigated across compounds active against current pharmaceutical targets (2,3), thereby considerably increasing the knowledge base for SAR exploration and compound development (3) .
Lead optimization generally aims to improve target-specific potency and other compound properties relevant for drug development (4) . In order to increase potency, various R-groups are typically added to candidate compounds and their hydrophobic character is frequently increased (4) . Thus, potency improvements often come at a price of increasing molecular mass and hydrophobicity, which in turn result in less favorable absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion characteristics. Therefore, potency is often not considered as an individual property but related to molecular mass, thus leading to the ligand efficiency (LE) assessment (5, 6) . The LE concept has its origins in attempts to account for compound potency on a per-atom basis (7) . Accordingly, LE is usually calculated by dividing compound potency (e.g., pK i values) by the number of non-hydrogen atoms in a compound (5) or by its molecular weight (6) . As such, LE is a simple and intuitive measure of compound optimization progress, despite some intrinsic limitations (8) . Ideally, LE values should increase during compound optimization but not significantly decrease. In practice, LE values often remain more or less constant during successful optimization efforts (9) (10) (11) .
Despite their intuitive nature and high relevance for compound optimization, the AC and LE concepts have thus far not been considered in combination. Rather, AC analysis has generally been potency-centric (2) . Therefore, we have systematically analyzed ACs from an LE perspective and compared LE values for highly and lowly potent cliff partners across many different compound activity classes. The results of our analysis are presented herein.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets
Compounds against human targets were extracted from ChEMBL version 15 (12) 
Molecular Representations
Molecular fingerprint-and graph-based compound representations (e.g., matched molecular pairs; see below) were calculated to identify ACs (2,3). As fingerprints, MACCS structural keys (13), a dictionary containing 166 different molecular fragments, and the extended connectivity fingerprint with bond diameter 4 (ECFP4) (14) , a topological fingerprint capturing layered atom environments, were calculated using the molecular operating environment (MOE) (15) . These two fingerprints of different design are currently most frequently used in AC analysis (2) . The molecular weight (MW) and logP value, a measure of lipophilicity, of each compound was also calculated with MOE.
Matched Molecular Pairs
Matched molecular pairs (MMPs) are defined as pairs of compounds that differ only by a structural change at a single site (16) , i.e., the exchange of a substructure, termed a chemical transformation (17) . MMPs were systematically calculated for compounds in all target sets using an in-house implementation of the algorithm by Hussain and Rea (17) based on the OEChem toolkit (18) . For AC assessment, transformation size-restricted MMPs were selected (19) . The difference in size between the exchanged substructures was limited to at most 8 non-hydrogen atoms and the maximal size of an exchanged fragment was limited to 13 nonhydrogen atoms. In addition, the number of non-hydrogen atoms comprising the common parts (core structure) of two compounds had to be at least twice the size of each of two distinguishing substructures. These size restrictions generally limit transformations to chemically meaningful replacements (19) . If several transformations met the size restrictions for a given compound pair, the smallest transformation was selected.
Activity Cliffs
For AC assessment, similarity and potency difference criteria must be specified. In order to limit the analysis to ACs of significant magnitude, a difference in potency (equilibrium constants) of at least two orders of magnitude was consistently applied (2, 3) . Alternative similarity criteria were considered. For MACCS and ECFP4 fingerprint representations, Tanimoto coefficient (20) values of at least 0.85 and 0.56, respectively, were required to qualify two compounds as cliff partners (3) . ACs formed on the basis of MACCS and ECFP4 representations were designated fingerprint-cliffs. In addition, the formation of transformation size-restricted MMPs was applied as a substructure-based similarity criterion for AC formation (3) . If compounds in a transformation sizerestricted MMP displayed a potency difference of at least two orders of magnitude, they formed a so-called MMP-cliff (19) . For each AC, the compound with high potency and compound with low potency forming the cliff were designated the "highly potent cliff partner" and the "lowly potent cliff partner," respectively.
Ligand Efficiency
LE was calculated using the Binding Efficiency Index (BEI) (6) defined as follows:
Because BEI values were only calculated and compared for structurally similar/analogous compounds, corrections for potential size dependence were not required (8) .
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of data distributions was carried out using the R package stats (21). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AC Statistics
For each of our 610 target sets, ACs were systematically calculated using alternative molecular representations. From all 41,127 compounds, 22,109 and 17,312 MACCS-and ECFP4-based fingerprint-cliffs were obtained, respectively. In addition, 18,208 MMP-cliffs were identified. Thus, a very large pool of ACs was available for our analysis, originating from compounds active against the spectrum of current pharmaceutical targets. Table I lists the 30 targets yielding most ACs. The frequency of occurrence and potency range distribution of ACs has previously been determined (22) . ACs spanning a potency difference of at least two orders of magnitude on the basis of equilibrium constants over all available potency ranges provide a statistically preferred and chemically reliable pool of ACs for further exploration (22) . We adhere to this AC assessment herein.
LE Analysis
For each AC-forming compound, its LE value was calculated, and for each AC, the LE values of highly and lowly potent cliff partners were compared. Figure 1 reports the distribution of LE values for highly and lowly potent cliff partners identified on the basis of different molecular representations. In each case, LE values of highly potent cliff compounds were on average significantly larger than the values of lowly potent cliff partners. For different molecular representations, the profiles of the LE distributions were rather similar. Importantly, for 99.1, 96.9, and 97.4% of the MMP-, MACCS-, and ECFP4-based ACs, respectively, an Figure 2 compares the distributions of LE differences between cliff-forming compounds. For fingerprint-based ACs, the distributions were extremely similar, with average LE difference values of 5.38 for both MACCS and ECFP4. However, for MMP-cliffs, the distribution was shifted towards larger LE differences, yielding an average value of 6.25. On the basis of a two sample unpaired t test (Table II) , the difference between fingerprint-and MMPbased ACs was statistically highly significant. Thus, for the structurally more conservative MMP-based AC representations, larger differences in LE values between lowly and highly potent cliff partners were detected than for fingerprint-based AC representations that relied on the calculation of (whole-molecule) Tanimoto similarity. Hence, from an LE perspective, MMP-cliffs were preferred for AC representations.
LE Differences
LE vs. MW, Potency, and logP Differences
We also analyzed the relationship between LE and MW differences of AC partners. For 54.9, 58.2, and 57.3% of all MMP-, MACCS-, and ECFP4-based ACs, respectively, the highly potent cliff partners had larger MW than the lowly potent compounds. However, for 98.4, 95.4, and 95.5% of these ACs, the highly potent cliff partners also had larger LE values than their lowly potent counterparts. Figure 3 shows the comparison of LE and MW differences for MMP-cliffs and Fig. 4 the comparison of LE and potency differences. No statistically significant correlation between LE and MW or potency differences was detected. Furthermore, the relationship between LE and logP differences was also explored. LogP values of highly and lowly potent cliff partners were calculated as a measure of lipophilicity. For MMP-, MACCS-, and ECFP4-based ACs, the average change in logP values between compounds forming an AC was 0.16, 0.19, and 0.20, respectively. Figure 5 shows a comparison of LE and logP differences for MMP-cliffs. No significant correlation between LE and logP differences was observed. Taken together, these findings indicated that the observed LE increases for ACs were largely independent of MW or lipophilicity variations between cliff partners. Hence, large potency differences between cliff partners mostly determined LE increases.
Exemplary ACs
In Fig. 6 , four MMP-cliffs are shown in which the highly potent cliff partner had larger MW and LE values than the lowly potent compound. These MMP-cliffs involve compounds of different size and chemical complexity (as well as different activity). In the first two examples (from the top), the MW increase was small and the LE increase was large, as often observed for different ACs. In the two remaining examples, MW increases are nearly maximal for MMP-cliffs (given the transformation size restrictions). In these extreme cases, MW increases are large and LE increases are small. In 
CONCLUSIONS
The AC and LE concepts are focal points of SAR analysis and compound development. ACs are explored to identify SAR determinants and design analogs of active compounds, and increasing LE is utilized as a guiding principle during lead optimization. However, despite these conceptual relationships, ACs have, thus far, not been analyzed from an LE perspective. To these ends, we have carried out a large-scale analysis of ACs and calculated LE values for cliff-forming compounds. From a total of more than 41,000 unique compounds belonging to 610 different target sets, ACs were systematically extracted on the basis of highconfidence activity data and alternative molecular representations. The resulting AC populations were subjected to LE analysis. For each AC, LE values of the highly and lowly potent cliff partners were compared. On the basis of this analysis, very strong trends were observed. Regardless of chosen molecular representations and target activities, in more than 96% of all ACs, highly potent cliff partners had consistently higher LE values than their lowly potent counterparts. Thus, the formation of ACs was accompanied by a systematic increase in LE in the direction of increasing compound potency. Increases in LE were not accompanied by Fig. 3 . LE vs. molecular weight difference. Each data point represents an MMP-cliff. Its position in the graph is determined by the LE and MW difference between highly and lowly potent cliff partners Fig. 4 . LE vs. potency difference. Each data point represents an MMP-cliff. Its position in the graph is determined by the LE and potency difference between highly and lowly potent cliff partners general increases in logP as a measure of lipophilicity. LE differences were larger for MMP-than for fingerprint-based ACs, and LE increases in ACs were independent of MW variations between cliff-forming compounds. The systematic differences between LE values of highly and lowly potent AC compounds revealed by our analysis further increase the value Fig. 5 . LE vs. logP difference. Each data point represents an MMP-cliff. Its position in the graph is determined by the LE and logP difference between highly potent and lowly potent cliff partners Fig. 6 . Exemplary ACs. Four MMP-cliffs are shown. In each pair, the left compound represents the lowly potent and the right compound the highly potent cliff partner, (arrows point from the lowly to the highly potent compound). Substructures constituting the MMP transformation are highlighted in red. For compound pairs, ChEMBL IDs (below the compounds) and targets (above the arrows) are provided. In addition, potency (pK i ), MW, lipophilicity (logP), and LE differences are reported of AC information for compound development. ACs not only uncover SAR determinants but critical chemical changes encoded by ACs also lead to LE improvements. Especially for MMP-cliffs, this dual role renders the underlying chemical transformations highly attractive for compound design.
